
Sapra grabs headlines for adding 
contemporary pop touch to 
mysticism 
The enigmatic musician addresses important social issues through his music and wishes to 
add a mass appeal to his work. 

BRAND-POST Updated: Mar 31, 2020 16:51 IST 
Sapra realizes the mass appeal of pop genre and its power to reach the minds of 
millions across the world. 
      

Music and mysticism have gone hand in hand for as long as one would care 

to remember. Lending a contemporary touch to the same mysticism with his 

pop music talent, Sapra, the enigmatic performer, has grabbed headlines and 

how! 

When Sapra is on the stage for the Mystic India World Tours, there is a lot 

going on in his mind but that doesn’t impact his performance or show on his 

face because he is a seasoned professional. No wonder he is the star 

performer of the tour! 

You will usually find him dressed in ethnic clothes, preparing for his next 

work, under the magic of alluring lights. But that doesn’t mean he isn’t one 

with the reality of life. He is quite down-to-earth while he is talking about his 



art. Speaking about mixing the eastern with western sensibilities, Sapra says, 

“In the pop genre, you might not want to do a lot of heavy lifting of finding 

deep meanings in the form, whether it is Mystic India or my upcoming 

albums, it has always been one-step more for me. There is always a lot more 

going on than you think.” 

However, his indulgence is not without direction. He follows a particular 

theme while attempting a project. His thoughts, inadvertently, find a way into 

his work and, finally, onto the stage. Speaking about his working process, 

Sapra mentions, “I am always trying to talk about things that are on my mind 

through my art. These are not grand issues that can change the world but 

small things that can make a difference in the way people view their world.” 

He realizes the mass appeal of pop genre and its power to reach the minds of 

millions across the world. Therefore, he raises taboo topics and uses them as 

his themes. Topics such as body shaming, drug abuse, love and relationships 

find their way into his projects. 

But all this is not presented in a dark manner but as a catchy and rhythmic 

world of music and culture. 



https://www.hindustantimes.com/brand-post/sapra-grabs-headlines-for-adding-

contemporary-pop-touch-to-mysticism/story-ciIxWcJ6Tfq3lweKRmElGL.html 

Indian American Rapper/Singer 
Sapra, Indian TV Actress Saanvi 
Talwar Collaborate on a Music 
Video 

India-West Staff Reporter 
Oct 27, 2019 
  
Indian American singer/rapper Sapra and Indian TV actress Saanvi Talwar will soon begin filming a music video. 
(Vern Evans photo) 

  
Indian American singer/rapper Sapra will soon begin filming a new music video in which he 

stars along with Indian TV actress Saanvi Talwar. 

Talwar has had leading roles in several TV serials, including “Yeh Kaha Aa Gaye Hum” for 

Balaji Telefilms, “O’ Gujariya” on Channel V, “Qubool Hai” on Zee TV, and “Chandranandini” 

for Star Plus. The series have been broadcast in countries like Indonesia, Dubai, Sri Lanka and 

Thailand. 

She is also studying at the renowned Stella Adler Academy of Acting and Theatre in Los 

Angeles, Calif. 

“I have been lucky to work with different people from different countries,” said Talwar. “My last 

star show, ‘Chandranandini,’ was a big hit in Indonesia. I went there for promotions and when I 



entered the Indonesian airport, I got so many gifts, it was so surprising and I was touched. One of 

my fans gave me a beautiful portrait of myself.” 

While here, Talwar is combining business and pleasure. Recently, she shot with legendary 

photographer, Vern Evans, to promote her new short film, “Always on My Mind,” that will be 

released near Valentine’s Day 2019. Evans has worked with international icons, including Jackie 

Chan, Elon Musk, Harrison Ford, Arnold Schwarzenegger and James Cameron. 

She is also taking an occasional day out to see the sights. 

“My days are busy from 9 a.m.-5 p.m. with classes and the rest of the time, I explore the city,” 

said Talwar. “My experience so far is amazing. I have explored Los Angeles, San Francisco, 

Yosemite Valley and I’m yet to visit Las Vegas. My favorite so far is Yosemite Valley — jaw-

dropping views, huge mountains, beautiful waterfalls and amazing resorts. I also enjoyed San 

Francisco and loved the city’s culture and upbeat environment.” 

Talwar would one day like to perform in theatre; it’s one of the reasons she’s studying at the 

Stella Adler Academy of Acting and Theatre. 

“It’s been a dream come true,” said Talwar. “My teachers are working professionals in 

Hollywood and their wisdom and guidance is helping me understand the art of acting. It’s very 

important for every actor to learn and understand the craft of acting. Theatre is all about 

imagination, when you learn that it makes you a powerful actor. It’s also challenging to act in an 

American accent. It’s totally different from what I am used to. It’s sometimes a challenge to 

understand others and to be understood. However, I am so happy to be exposed to a new culture. 

I would definitely come back to Hollywood – the La La Land, aka, city of dreams.” 

Talwar reportedly has a fan following of more than 100,000 on Instagram. 



https://www.indiawest.com/entertainment/global/indian-american-rapper-singer-sapra-indian-tv-
actress-saanvi-talwar/article_8270b228-f5c4-11e9-8b09-5b956912ea2b.html 

  

Press Release 

Sapra performs at Mystic India The 
Show 
Bollywood rapper, actor, lover of arts, expression and the richness of the Indian culture, 
Sapra was proud to be a part of Mystic India The Show on Thursday 26th October 2017 
in the Schuster Center, Victoria Theatre  in Dayton, Ohio. Sapra was the narrator and 
an actor in the show and was entrusted with the task of introducing every act. Mystic 
India The World Tour featuring AATMA Performing Arts Dance Company is designed 
to be an experience that takes its audience on spellbinding journey through Bollywood 
dance, showcasing the rich heritage, art and culture of India. The Mastermind behind 
the show is Amit Shah. 
 
About his experience as a part of the Mystic India Show, Sapra said: “The pressure was 
on as the dancers were so amazing and I had to introduce each of their acts before they 
performed.  Amit Shah the show director and Shannon D'Souza the dance captain 
guided me thorough out. It was exciting to be a part of something so amazing, India is 
very dear to me and to be immersed in such a mesmerizing, colorful and energetic 
journey left me thoroughly entertained, thrilled and in awe of the effort dedicated by 
the entire Mystic India The Show Team.” 
 
Audiences of Mystic India: The World Tour can expect an explosion of colors and 
energy as they travel on a celebratory journey through Rajasthan, Maharashtra, Punjab 
and Gujarat, and even through the progression of Bollywood films. 
 
The show is for anyone who would love learning more about India or appreciates the 
richness of its culture. The performers including  brilliant dancers and breathtaking 
acrobats dressed in opulent costumes and remarkable sets captivate the audience 



through a Bollywood dance spectacular based on the concept of ancient India’s 
transition into modern India. The show has had successful tours in South Africa, 
Switzerland, Canada, Bahrain, China and various cities in the United States. 
Learn more about the show on: https://www.mysticindiatheshow.com/show 
 
Sapra added: “As a part of the show, I had a great time and I could also see the audience 
dancing and having fun. We had about 1400 audience in Dayton. Ohio. Everybody 
seems to enjoy folk and Bollywood dances. It was an honor to perform alongside such 
great artists and visionaries and it was a once in a life time experience.” 
 
About: 
Bollywood rapper & actor, Sapra is a young performer with a taste for Bollywood 
rhythm that rings as global as possible. His style of music has a diverse quality to it—
some would say best of both worlds. 
 
To learn more about Sapra, please visit: www.sapra.us 
 
Read more: http://www.digitaljournal.com/pr/3582586#ixzz6IUFgY61Y 
  

Young Artist Releases Fresh 
Punjabi Video Highlighting 
‘Love Trumps Drugs’ 

India-West Staff Reporter 
 Feb 2, 2018 
Sapra, a young Indian American singer/rapper based in Los Angeles, has released a new high-energy music video, 
“Ishq Nashila Marijuana,” in which he convinces his romantic interest to eschew marijuana and choose him. (photo 
provided) 

  

‘Love Trumps Hate’ but ‘Love Trumps Drugs,’ too, believes Indian American singer/rapper 

Sapra, who just released his new album, “Ishq Nashila Marijuana.” 

In the peppy video, which has been viewed over 60,000 times since it was released on YouTube 

Jan. 19, the singer convinces his drug-addicted romantic interest to quit using drugs and, instead, 



savor the power of love. While remaining neutral about her marijuana use, Sapra’s playfulness 

seeks to persuade her that love trumps drugs. 

“My song and video talk about the power of love over everything,” said Sapra. 

Born in New Delhi, India, Sapra has been in the music business for 12 years. Music has always 

been a large part of his life and he began playing drums, tabla and tambourine at the age of 

seven. 

“My parents have encouraged me to excel in this industry and are always supportive,” said 

Sapra. 

He launched his career in India, performing in theater productions and hosting special events 

before coming to the U.S. to work in the music and film industry. Sapra attended the University 

of California, Los Angeles, and the New York Film Academy for a course in acting and film 

making. 

Sapra was producing and directing music videos for other artists when a friend suggested he 

begin singing and rapping in English and Hindi. The rap and Bollywood artist has produced four 

records with different music producers over two years, but views “Ishq Nashila” as his first big 

launch. 

The video is directed by AB Chandra and produced by Sapra. 

https://www.indiawest.com/entertainment/global/young-artist-releases-fresh-punjabi-video-
highlighting-love-trumps-drugs/article_117c3f6a-0854-11e8-87f0-1bd46460a2b7.html 
  



New York Film Academy Alum Sapra Drops 
Love Trumps Drugs Music Video 
  
At the New York Film Academy, we are big believers in the idea that understanding all different 
aspects filmmaking offers a huge advantage for aspiring artists — an advantage that can pave the 
way to all kinds of creative successes. NYFA Cinematography Conservatory grad Sapra (2009) 
is living proof that being able to approach the entertainment industry from multiple angles is sure 
to come in handy. The dynamic artist is many things — rapper, actor, director, producer, 
cinematographer — and now he has just dropped his own music video, Love Trumps Drugs. 
  
Sapra took the time to catch up with the NYFA Blog to speak about his experience making his 
own music video, and what it’s like to forge a truly unique path as a multi hyphenate artist. 
  
NYFA: First can you tell us a little bit about your journey and what brought you to the New 
York Film Academy? 
  
Sapra: I was born in New Delhi, India, and started playing instruments as a kid. I was auditioned 
for a theater show randomly when I was bunking a class and that got me a lead part in a big 
theater production. That started my acting career. I got a taste of what it feels like to be in front 
of 5,000 people at an early age and I got addicted to the fun of performing. I remember while all 
of my school friends were studying in seventh standard and I was touring with my high school 
all over India. So I got to skip the classes! In college, I was a theater performer, emcee and an 
event manager. I had my own event management company called Beyond Exclamation. This was 
in my first year of college. After doing a lot of that, I wasn’t able to really reach out to millions 
of people, I was performing for thousands. So the yearning to learn film got me to NYFA. I 
started with studying film and cinematography, and then ventured into acting for film. After 
graduating from NYFA, I directed and produced multiple music videos for other artists, and I 
also directed and acted in PSAs. NYFA gave me a kick start in Los Angeles 
  
NYFA: Love Trumps Drugs is very polished, romantic, and high-energy music video. Can you 
tell us a little bit about what inspired the music and the story? 
  
Sapra: I see the youth involved in all kinds of substance and I also see adults fancying the use of 
marijuana. I had a personal encounter where female friends of mine would use marijuana and 
become delusional and act weird. I also saw a lot of my talented friends leaving back for their 
country get involved in things they should have stayed out of. What I found common in all of 
them was abuse of such drugs. I saw people who were more talented than me giving up because 
the drug made them weaker. So I thought of an interesting way to entertain youth and suggest my 



thoughts. I am not being judgmental about the usage of marijuana in my video, however, I am 
suggesting a fact. 
  
NYFA: What surprised you most during the music video shoot? 
  
Sapra: The steady cam guy did not show up, so I had to find someone on the day of. I was the 
producer on this so it was a challenge juggling multiple things and keeping everyone happy. 
What also surprised me was the amount of money and time one has to spend to make each frame 
look good. Also one has to be spontaneous for last-minute story changes. 
  
NYFA: Were there any challenges in creating this music video, and how did you overcome 
them? 
  
Sapra: Budget was a challenge. What we wanted was not cheap. Our financier backed out two 
days before the shoot, so I had to take out a loan. The rest was easy as I had a great team. 
  
NYFA: What advice would you share with our NYFA students who want to produce their own 
music and music video? 
  
Sapra: Los Angeles is a producer’s paradise — you can make anything happen here! You can 
work with the best of the best people and teams if you hang tight. The best part is that it doesn’t 
matter if you have money or not. What matters is whether you are ready to put in the work. 
My agent, Jon of JS Represents, says Los Angeles is a one-way move. Once you are here, get 
financially stable first. Make this your home and keep on your career, and you will find yourself 
where you want to be. The industry will cast you when they are ready for you in their time. So 
hang tight and don’t give yourself a time limit. 
  
NYFA: What is next for you? Any upcoming projects you can tell us about? 
  
Sapra: I am looking for distribution for my next music video Coco, which is my favorite of all. I 
filmed it in Mammoth. I have produced the video and it’s directed by my decade-old friend AB 
Chandra. 
 
I have two more videos in pre-production and a series I am casting for — and guess what? All 
this with no financial support from anyone! NYFA taught me in the beginning: DIY (do it 
yourself). I have the best mentors and team in the world. I am the lead actor/rapper and producer 
in all the productions. 
 
NYFA: Would you say your time at the New York Film Academy was at all useful for the work 
you are doing now? 
  



Sapra: Yes, NYFA taught me a lot. They supported me after completion of my course. They had 
great follow up. Dan Mackler, Michael Pessah, and Kirill guided me throughout my stay at 
NYFA. 
 
NYFA gave me a jump start and gave an overall understanding of Hollywood and filmmaking in 
general. Doing multiple projects and finding ways to make them happen without any resources is 
a part of the great training one can get from NYFA. You can be the best writer, actor, or director, 
but if you don’t consistently produce your content you may not be seen for years in the industry. 
That’s what NYFA taught me. 
  
 The New York Film Academy congratulates Sapra on his exciting music video launch. Check out Love 
Trumps Marijuana, Coco, and more from Sapra, coming soon! 
  
https://www.nyfa.edu/film-school-blog/new-york-film-academy-alum-sapra-drops-love-
trumps-drugs-music-video/ 
  

  

   
 

  
 

Rapper Sapra’s Ishq Nashila Released in LA 
1/26/2018 

  
LOS ANGELES,CA-Rapper and actor, Sapra, released his new music video, “Ishq Nashila” 
(Love Addict). on Jan. 19, the video is performed in the Bollywood genre and is available on 
platforms worldwide through the Speed Records YouTube channel. “My song and video talks 
about the power of love over everything,” said Sapra. The accomplished artist utilizes his 
song, energy and dance in the dynamic video to convince his romantic... 
  
interest to eschew marijuana and come away with him. While remaining neutral about her 
marijuana use, Sapra’s playfulness seeks to persuade her that love trumps drugs. Born in 



New Delhi, India, Sapra has been in the music business for 12 years. Music has always been 
a large part of his life and he began playing drums, tabla and tambourine at the age of seven. 
“My parents have encouraged me to excel in this industry and are always supportive,” said 
Sapra. 
He launched his career in India, performing in theatre productions and hosting special events 
before coming to the U.S. to work in the music and film industry. Sapra attended the University 
of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) and the New York Film Academy for acting and film 
making. 
Sapra was producing and directing music videos for other artists when a friend suggested he 
begin singing and rapping in English and Hindi. The rap and Bollywood artist produced four 
records with different music producers over two years, but views “Ishq Nashila” as his first big 
launch. 
Sapra has surrounded himself with a talented team, each of whom is internationally 
recognized in their craft. The video is directed by Ab Chandra and produced by Sapra. His 
music mentor is Armenian music producer, Ara Murzo. Sapra’s guru and stylist, Michael 
Philpot, a costumer for the movie Spiderman 3, makes all of Sapra’s professional attire. His 
music partner, Sharad Tripathi, is a well-established Bollywood writer, actor and lyricist who 
writes all of Sapra’s songs. The premiere of “Ishq Nashila” on Jan. 19, 2018 features a high-
energy performance, playful lyrics and infectious music that will make viewers want to get up 
and dance. Combined with Sapra’s rich vocals and dashing good looks, “Ishq Nashila” is 
destined to be a monumental hit. 
  
http://www.indiajournal.com/people/rapper-sapras-ishq-nashila-released-in-la 

New Sapra Film Debuts with 100k 
Views in Two Weeks 
The film “Ishq Nashila” (Pak Chik Pak), starring  rapper and actor, Sapra, was 
released on Jan. 19, 2018 and quickly garnered 100,000 views on the Speed Records 
YouTube channel in its first two weeks. The film is a Bollywood dance song with a 
message and co-stars actress Rey Fakhri. 

“Love trumps drugs!” said Sapra. 

The film was released on India’s largest label, Times Music, and worldwide on iTunes 
and Gaana.com. It also debuted on the Tapesh TV, the biggest Iranian television 
network. It was released to UK fans via PanJab Radio and in Canada on 102.7 High 
Voltage FM. 



The dynamic film is being promoted worldwide and has been exceptionally well 
received in India. The film talks about choosing love over marijuana and follows 
Sapra’s attendance at a party as he uses his charm, words, and dance to convince his 
romantic interest to put aside marijuana and come away with him. 

“Love Trumps Drugs” is the theme of the film, produced by Zeekay Film Productions 
Pvt Ltd, Ab Chandra and Sapra. “Ishq Nashila” marks Sapra’s own debut on the screen 
after utilizing his skills to produce and direct music videos for a wide variety of popular 
artists. A man of many talents, Sapra raps and sings in Hindi and English, and has 
created four records of his own with different producers. 

An accomplished musician, he’s been playing drums, tabla and tambourine since he 
was seven. Prior to the launch of his Bollywood dance song sensation, Sapra had 
already established a name for himself over the past 12 years. He’s hosted special events 
and performed in a wide variety of theatre productions in India before relocating in the 
U.S. where he attended some of the most prestigious acting and film schools. 

The release of “Ishq Nashila” marks Sapra’s film debut and the response by fans has 
been overwhelmingly positive. The film has received rave reviews by individuals 
around the world who appreciate stunning visuals, showmanship and irresistible dance 
music delivered in jaunty and playful Sapra style. 

Read more: http://www.digitaljournal.com/pr/3666366#ixzz6IVtm4Ka7 

Press Release for Haiwan August 2020: 
 

Sapra Released His Latest Rap Music 
Video Titled “Haiwaan” 
Spread the love 

Sapra Released His Latest Rap Music Video Titled “Haiwaan” 

Sapra just released his latest track 
titled “Haiwaan.” 



He is a rapper who hails from New Delhi, India, and currently based in Los Angeles, CA. By fusing 

together Bollywood rhythms with contemporary Hip-Hop sounds, Sapra’s music is hard-hitting with a 

heart. His music helps address social issues such as body positivity, drug abuse, human rights while 

touching on other universal themes such as love. His latest track “Haiwan” released this past week 

on all major streaming platforms. The song and video center around commentary on COVID-19 and 

how the lack of early response governmental responses from countries throughout the world, 

specifically the US and China, has led to one of the greatest global crises within our lifetime. The 

upcoming release is titled “Haiwan.” The sound has a ferocity and fire to it while highlighting Sapra’s 

rapping skills. The song allows us to explore the vast range of human diversity and how our common 

humanity binds us all together in the face of COVID-19. 

With a distinctive sound, “Haiwan” taps into an energy that elevates and inspires its listeners to 

recognize the threat of the “Haiwan”, or devil in Hindi, as a way to comment on the early inadequate 

global response to COVID-19 by politicians and is a cry to address that this human rights tragedy can 

no longer go unnoticed. His lyricism highlights that the only way through this crisis is through unity 

and love. 

The artistry he incorporates into his music videos is exquisite as his training as a filmmaker 

translates beautifully on-screen. The vision he brings to his music and his music videos are almost 

otherworldly. The song “Haiwan” has already received over 250,000 views on YouTube within six 

hours of its initial release. 

Tune in to the music to beat this pandemic. 

Please follow and like us: 

 

 



  

Jess Singh 
ENTERTAINMENT JOURNALIST 

VIEW PROFILE 

Writer and journalist based in Vancouver for Urbanasian. Before being a writer, 
She is a dreamer who is in a constant search of the truth. 
Instagram - Jess1Singh 
Twitter - Jess1Singh 
Link to Article: https://urbanasian.com/entertainment/releases/2020/08/sapra-released-his-
latest-rap-music-video-titled-haiwaan/ 
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Rapper Sapra Releases Music 

Video For Lead Single 

Haiwan 

The song and video center around commentary on COVID-19 and how the lack of 
early governmental responses from countries throughout the world led to one of 
the greatest global crises within our lifetime. Rapper, Sapra is originally from New 
Delhi, India and fuses Bollywood rhythms and themes into his music production 
and filmmaking. 

Stream Haiwan Here 

With a distinctive sound, “Haiwan“ taps into an energy that elevates and inspires 
its listeners to recognize the threat of the “Haiwan”, or devil in Hindi, as a way to 
comment on the early inadequate global response to COVID-19 by politicians and 
is a cry to address that this human rights tragedy can no longer go unnoticed. His 
lyricism highlights that the only way through this crisis is through unity and love. 

Follow Sapra Online 



Facebook | Youtube | Instagram |Bandcamp | Website 

Check out the music video for High On Love below! 

Check Out More Hot Releases In Our Music Section 

Share! 

●  

Link to Article: https://www.laenthusiast.com/haiwan-sapra/ 
Tuesday, 11 Aug, 12.57 pm 
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A Touch of "Haiwan" in the Era of COVID-19 

 
Rapper Sapra's latest release "Haiwan" is a call to action 

Sapra, a gifted and groundbreaking rapper from New Delhi, India, does not shy away 

from pushing boundaries through his music. Sapra has a distinctive style where he 

artfully weaves together the beats of Hip-Hop and the unique rhythms of Bollywood 

music. Yet, much of his power also lies in a seamless way his lyricism comments on 

profoundly relevant social issues, as we see in his latest release title "Haiwan."During 

Sapra's time in Los Angeles, CA, he's witnessed the effects of living in an era of post-

COVID-19 and addresses how this disease "is not our choice, it has become the 

condition of man." His song highlights the response to COVID-19 by addressing that in 

this "nightmare" has devastated much of humanity and calls to action a need to come 

from a place of higher love. 



Sapra's love of music developed at a young age. Growing up playing the tablas and 

performing onstage, Sapra knew that music was one of the greatest callings. In India, 

he's worked as an owner of Beyond Exclamation Theatre, a live events company in 

India, and has travelled throughout India for international theatre festivals, earning him 

past accolades for his work. Sapra has also been the producer and director of countless 

music videos. He eventually decided to move to the United States to study film at New 

York Film Academy (NYFA) & acting at UCLA in Los Angeles, CA where he was first 

able to make real traction with his music. He currently also performs as the leader actor 

in "Mystic India World Tour", a tour that shares the vast diversity and range of Indian 

culture. He's earned an award as "Best Performer." 



 

Some of his greatest inspirations include Kendrick Lamar, Punjabi MC and Andrea 

Bocelli. His greatest hopes include creating awareness amongst the youth of our 

generation about issues such as sex education, global poverty, drug abuse, body 

shaming, climate change, the fight for equality and female empowerment. His previous 

song "Coco", released through T-Series, has garnered over a million views on YouTube 

to date and his previous track "High on Love" showcases Sapra's versatility as an artist. 

His greatest achievement is that his music, art and breadth of work are a testament to 



him wanting to share his cultural roots with the world in hopes of fostering unity through 

diversity. 

Throughout the song"Haiwan",Sapra highlights the importance of global human rights 

and cries out for us to speak up about the failures of political leaders and their response 

amidst the COVID-19 global pandemic. He asks us to consider how their "conscience is 

full of guit" in the face of this global pandemic.His latest release "Haiwan" focuses on 

the lack of compassion admist the COVID-19global crisis but urges us to remember that 

our only way through is to unite through love, harmony and compassion. 

His early training as an actor, director and producer has allowed him to create unique 

music videos that incorporate engaging and cinematic imagery that allow the onlooker 

to be entertained while also reflecting on the state of the human condition.In Sapra's 

video"Haiwan,"his video portrays the vast diversity of the human race and how universal 

our struggles truly are. Ultimately, the message is our most binding component is our 

inherent humanity and that our lives are deeply interconnected with one another. 

Ultimately, the central message echoed in the song is that are destiny lies in our hands 

and we must find a united way forward through love. 

Sapra's future looks bright as his hope is to travel the world and continue to make his 

inspiring music and hopes to shoot amazing video content. He's currently experimenting 

with the idea of creating Indian Reggaeton and is currently working on three projects, a 

song about female empowerment, another about sex education consent awareness and 

another romantic love song. 

Dailyhunt 

 
Link to Article: https://m.dailyhunt.in/news/india/english/life+and+trendz-epaper-
lifntr/a+touch+of+haiwan+in+the+era+of+covid+19-newsid-n205602618 
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Wednesday, 5 August 2020 

A Touch of “Haiwan” in the Era of COVID-19 

Rapper Sapra’s latest release “Haiwan” is a call to action 

 

Sapra, a gifted and groundbreaking rapper from New Delhi, India, does not shy away from 
pushing boundaries through his music. Sapra has a distinctive style where he artfully weaves together 
the beats of Hip-Hop and the unique rhythms of Bollywood music. Yet, much of his power also lies in 
the seamless way his lyricism comments on profoundly relevant social issues, as we see in his latest 
release title “Haiwan.”  During Sapra’s time in Los Angeles, CA, he’s witnessed the effects of living in 
an era of post-COVID-19 and addresses how this disease “is not our choice, it has become the condition 
of man.” His song highlights the response to COVID-19 by addressing that in this “nightmare” has 
devastated much of humanity and calls to action a need to come from a place of higher love.  

Sapra’s love of music developed at a young age. Growing up playing the tablas and performing 
onstage, Sapra knew that music was one of greatest callings. In India, he’s worked as an owner of 
Beyond Exclamation Theatre, a live events company in India, and has travelled throughout India for 
international theatre festivals, earning him past accolades for his work. Sapra has also been the 
producer and director of countless music videos. He eventually decided to move to the United States 
to study film at New York Film Academy (NYFA) & acting at UCLA in Los Angeles, CA where he was 
first able to make real traction with his music. He currently also performs as the leader actor in "Mystic 
India World Tour", a tour that shares the vast diversity and range of Indian culture. He’s earned an 
award as “Best Performer.”  

Some of his greatest inspirations include Kendrick Lamar, Punjabi MC and Andrea Bocelli. His 
greatest hopes include creating awareness amongst the youth of our generation about issues such as 
sex education, global poverty, drug abuse, body shaming, climate change, the fight for equality and 
female empowerment. His previous song “Coco”, released through T-Series, has garnered over a 
million views on YouTube to date and his previous track “High on Love” showcases Sapra’s versatility 



as an artist. His greatest achievement is that his music, art and breadth of work are a testament to him 
wanting to share his cultural roots with the world in hopes of fostering unity through diversity. 

 Throughout the song “Haiwan”, Sapra highlights the importance of global human rights and 
cries out for us to speak up about the failures of political leaders and their response amidst the COVID-
19 global pandemic. He asks us to consider how their “conscience is full of guit” in the face of this global 
pandemic. His latest release “Haiwan” focuses on the lack of compassion admist the COVID-19 global 
crisis but urges us to remember that our only way through is to unite through love, harmony and 
compassion. 

His early training as an actor, director and producer has allowed him to create unique music 
videos that incorporate engaging and cinematic imagery that allow the onlooker to be entertained while 
also reflecting on the state of the human condition. In Sapra’s video “Haiwan,” his video portrays the 
vast diversity of the human race and how universal our struggles truly are. Ultimately, the message is 
our most binding component is our inherent humanity and that our lives are deeply interconnected with 
one another. Ultimately, the central message echoed in the song is that are destiny lies in our hands 
and we must find a united way forward through love.  

Sapra’s future looks bright as his hope is to travel the world and continue to make his inspiring 
music and hopes to shoot amazing video content. He’s currently experimenting with the idea of creating 
Indian Reggaeton and is currently working on three projects, a song about female empowerment, 
another about sex education consent awareness and another romantic love song.  

Be sure to check out his new track titled “Haiwan” currently released on all major platforms! 
Check out the video here: https://youtu.be/MX-BH_n_0jM 

Sapra Offical Website:  https://www.sapraofficial.com/ 

Sapra Facebook Page: https://www.facebook.com/ksapra7 

Sapra Instagram Page: @therealsapra 

Link to “Haiwan”: https://youtu.be/MX-BH_n_0jM 

https://mumbainewsnetworks.blogspot.com/2020/08/a-touch-of-haiwan-in-era-of-covid-19.html 
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Today we’d like to introduce you to Sapra. 

So, before we jump into specific questions, why don’t you give us some 

details about you and your story. 



My passion started at an early age and followed me through high school when, 

as my fellow classmates were taking their final exams, I was already on tour with 

productions around the globe. By then, I was accustomed to being different from 

kids my age as I’d been playing drums, tabla, and bongos at various events long 

before my friends were even old enough to attend. This cycle of performing and 

touring lasted five years as I completed my school exams in a vacant classroom 

long after school had gotten out for vacation. 

Today, I am considered a triple threat— a multilingual East Indian performer who 

can act, sing, and dance. With a Bollywood style of acting, I am often cast as the 

lead actor, protagonist, and hero in a variety of projects that have taken me 

around the world! 

Over the last decade, I’ve toured pan India as the lead with some of the biggest 

international theatre shows in the country, many of which have been seen by the 

deputy Prime Minister of India. I also spent five years with three high profile 

productions of Puss in Boots, Bo Ba Laba Books, and Jumbo Circus. It’s only 

gotten better since then! 

At the age of 18, I worked with Ekta Kapoor—“The Queen of Television”—when I 

handled creatives for Kapoor’s soap opera. My friends had all left to attend 

college in Delhi while I worked with the biggest television production house— 

Balaji Telfilms—in India, a position I took only after I was told I was too young 

and too inexperienced to be a soap opera star. From there, I traveled with Zee 

Television Awards (Gold Awards) in Mauritius and alter founded my own theater 

and event management company, Beyond Exclamation. During this time, I 



performed theatre and dance shows across India for major corporations like 

Cisco, Indian Bank, New York Life, and Toyota. Under the Beyond Exclamation 

umbrella, I performed as an actor, dancer, and narrator in addition to hosting the 

Voyage Theater Festival in India, where I shared the stage with underprivileged 

kids in the region. 

Today, my career has come full circle as I am now on tour with the Mystic India 

World Tour. I am honored to perform as a lead actor and narrator in a part that 

allows me to engage with audiences by promoting world peace and cultural 

exchange in productions that have taken us around the globe and introduced us 

to over half a million viewers! 

In addition to my work with the Mystic India World Tour, I’ve been the lead actor 

& rapper in music video’s like Coco, High On Love, Haiwan, many of which went 

viral when the video’s garnered over 100,000 viewers around the globe in its first 

two weeks. I was also the principal actor in the nationally ranked Toyota Rav 4 

commercial, Apple.Inc and many more. 

Throughout my diverse career, I’ve established outstanding working relationships 

with a long list of professionals. Today, my professional team includes an 

impressive list of internationally recognized names like Hip Hop icon and the 

“King of Popping and Locking” Shabba Doo, the award-winning music composer 

Ara Torosyan, professional costumer and stylist Michael Philpot, award-winning 

director Amit Shah, and the viral Bollywood choreographer Bfunk. With their 

guidance, my work has been shared on platforms like Times Music, iTunes, 

Spotify, Vevo, Tapesh TV, NBC, and Doordarshan India. 



Outside my success as a performer, I am also incredibly active in the community 

with organizations like the World Peace Organization. I’ve emceed events, 

fundraised, and participated in public service announcements for the RSG 

Foundation, Women in Film, and the Khushi India nonprofit organization in 

addition to serving over 500 police officers during a health event for the Los 

Angeles Police Academy. I’ve given live performances to boost morale and 

fundraise at venues like AIM FOR SEVA USA in Raleigh, North Carolina, the 

Indo American Association of Houston, Texas, Florida Atlantic University in Boca 

Raton, the Ohio Arts Council in Cleveland, the Victoria Theatre Association in 

Dayton, Ohio, and the Association of Indian Physicians of Northern Ohio. 

Has it been a smooth road? 

Find a voice: Its easy to get lost in the rat race of Los Angeles. You only get so 

many auditions and opportunities. So the most difficult thing that I had to do was 

find my voice, i.e., creating your own content which is specific to what I want to 

do in my life and I am passionate about. After producing, directing for others, I 

gained money but no satisfaction as I was not perusing acting and performance. 

So I started producing for my own self. I started with Indian rap music which 

focused on youth awareness and empowerment. I wanted to create awareness 

about drugs, body shaming, sex education, etc and I started doing that through 

my music in a fun way. Know I create my own music, video and market it myself. 

Financial hardships, losing your ego, doing odd jobs. Loving in Los Angeles is 

expensive and finding an open schedule to audition and making money is a task 

we all know is challenging. So I learned to trash my ego, I decided to do 



whatever it takes to make my music and films and do whatever jobs I need to do 

on the side to pursue them. Working in UCLA made me strong, we had to wash 

dishes, serve people and that taught me how to let go of your comfort and chase 

your dream. In India, we are used to a lot of help. Mind you, we have a cook, 

cleaner, laundry person, and even someone to clean our car. Coming to states 

made me so independent and confident. 

Loneliness: Getting lonely is easy in LA and there have been times when I have 

gone through tough times as all of my family lives 200k miles away from me 

(abroad). However, I was able to find an awesome community world peace 

organization (sgi.org), where I made so many friends and worked together hand 

in hand for world peace. 

Immigration Status: I have spent thousands of $$ on attorneys to be able to live 

here. It was not easy to maintain status legally in states. 

Heart Break’: Financial struggles, immigration hardships, finding work and top it 

up with finding the right partner and working on an inner change. It takes time to 

focus on finding the right partner, it’s like looking for the right car or home to stay 

in. It’s not been easy to have time to put in the works to look for a gf. However, 

this has taught me a lot and I have grown on the idea that love is to give, not to 

demand. Also, true love could only be fostered between two independent and 

mature people. But those heartbreaks add up to all the other struggles. Think of 

LA LA land, it’s a real haha. 

Please tell us about Straight Out of India. 



I create music, video’s and market them. I have been mostly doing that for 

myself. My team is diverse and they come from experienced backgrounds: 

Music Producer: Ara Torosyan 

Fashion Designer: Michael Philpot 

Lyricist/Writer: Sharad Tripathi 

Acting Agent: Js Represents (Jon) 

Manager: Salma Habib 

I work with all of them and produce music and videos. 

How do you think the industry will change over the next decade? 

We would have all these possibilities: 

1) Creative Independence 

2) Own what you produce 

3) Chances of success are higher than ever 

4) Digital & Artificial Intelligence Taking Over in Entertainment 

5) No need to spend $$$ for creating art which could reach millions of people 

6) Liberty to be and create anything 



Contact Info: 

● Website: www.sapraofficial.com 

● Phone: (925) 826-8074 

● Email: SalmaHabib02@gmail.com 

● Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/therealsapra/ 

http://voyagela.com/interview/meet-sapra-saprastraight-india-valley/ 
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